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FRONT: Mt. Vernon electric department workers
install underground power lines. (photo: City of Mt. Vernon)
REAR: A water tower at Mt. Vernon stands tall in a
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Duncan Kincheloe
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Crisis Resilience and Essential Service

W

hat a time since the first week of March, when MPUA
quarterly meetings featured normal quorums and regular
business, without a mask in sight! What have we experienced, what
have we learned, and what will life look like on the other side of this
health emergency?
Despite pandemic anxieties, your customers and neighbors have
continued relying on all the services your pipes, wires, and
personnel deliver. They know they can count on you to come
through for them. Here at MPUA, we “stepped up our game” to
assure equal reliability in providing you the support you count on.
In addition to regular services, that has meant extra MPUA
communications, an extra layer of issues in the Capitol, reformatting events into virtual gatherings, and special care to
preserve health and long term performance of staff and facilities.
Key to the name of MPUA, we are first and foremost an “Alliance”
– committed to get through our trials together, making sure that
each utility, community, and customer gets its needs met, each
invested in the health of the other while we weather storms
together. This was demonstrated very literally when Lebanon’s early
May storm snapped well over a hundred poles, putting thousands in
the dark. MPUA Mutual Aid responded immediately, working with
the City to distance work and mealtimes as crews, poles, and
equipment flowed in from Springfield, Rolla, Carthage Columbia, El
Dorado Springs, Nixa, St. Robert, St. James, and Waynesville. Our
cooperative brethren and associate member contractors answered
the alarm as well. In this time of special risk, these responders all
shared the selfless spirit of essential workers heralded as heroes
throughout the country.
Internally, MPUA day-to-day reliability has stayed our first order of
business, with eyes trained on keeping operations uninterrupted,
dependable, and consistent, both now and in the heightened risks of
the future. The resilience of our 24/7 energy operations was
underscored by completing our software transition under pandemic
conditions at the end of March. Plant operations and monitoring
have been equally unimpaired. Aside from cancellation of Spring
Tech Workshops, we have adapted and gone forward with training
and service programs, including regional roundtable sessions. The
work of IT Manager Kevin Fulks has been key to keeping many
MPUA functions effective while converted to virtual and digital
formats.
On top of reformatting regular functions, epidemic conditions have
called for special bulletins and webpage updates with the latest in
health and safety guidance, regulatory announcements, criteria for
special funding opportunities, etc. Reacting to distancing and stay-at
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-home orders, MPUA was first to reach DNR with concerns
about meeting training and permit compliance mandates,
resulting in certain waivers until mid-June. In the state legislature
and in Washington DC, our advocacy team quickly added
disconnection mandates, “critical employee” status, workforce
rules, special appropriations, and utility cash flow issues to the
already heavy list of topics being followed in this session.
From late March through early May, the MPUA office operated
with skeletal on-site staffing, maximizing home-based and remote
operations. On May 4, we began a phased-in process of return-to
-office actions with practices to maintain health and safety of
members and staff. Enhanced and rigorous cleaning, functional
segregation, and staff practices first implemented during stay-athome orders are guiding current office operations.
What have we all learned, and where do we go from here?
The health care community wisely warns that, despite “flattening
the curve,” we are nowhere near the end of COVID concerns,
even if infection rates decline in coming weeks. Although much
of the public is exhausted with the “shut-down strategy,”
heightened sensitivity to similar risks can be expected for a long
time. The implications for all essential products and services,
including utilities, may be enormous. Impacts on workplace
regulations and personnel expectations may also be substantial.
Staffing has been a recognized challenge for some time; keeping
staff healthy and able to interact has become a greater factor in
the resilience equation.
MPUA board meetings will convene in Columbia as scheduled,
June 4, to act on questions with major bearing on these
challenges. We are working with the Drury Plaza East to apply
appropriate distancing and other health measures enabling us to
proceed on-site under current conditions, but remote
participation is available for those unable to attend in person. The
agenda includes approval of a new President/CEO as I retire and
formal release of bid documents for the new MPUA
Headquarters and Training Facility. Your Executive Committees,
Joint Operating Committee, and special committees for these
decisions will report recommendations on fresh leadership and
facilities well equipped for the crises we now better understand
and the unknown next ones sure to come. Every member’s
participation is important as MPUA sets a course for responsive,
forward-looking service, resilient to emerging challenges of every
variety. ◄

Monett and Mount Vernon to begin using new wholesale power supplies

O

n June 1, citizens and businesses in Monett and Mount
Vernon will begin receiving power supplies from their new
supplier, the Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility
Commission (MJMEUC).
“The change in power supply will not be noticeable to customers
in either city,” said John Grotzinger, Chief Operating Officer for
MJMEUC. “Power supply contracts, transmission contracts,
ancillary service agreements, communication equipment and
metering are all in place to begin providing service. Local
customers will not experience any service interruptions because of
the change.”
The change completes a process that began in 2017, as several
cities in the region approached the expiration of their previous
power contracts with Liberty Utilities (formerly Empire District
Electric). During more than a year of planning and negotiations,
the cities of Monett and Mount Vernon formed the Southwest
Missouri Public Energy Pool (SWMPEP) and signed a 10-year
agreement to purchase their wholesale power supply through
MJMEUC. With a subsequent five-year power supply agreement
negotiated, the cities chose the Commission because it provided
lower costs, rate stability, and the most efficient energy
management services compared to other options.

In order to participate in the negotiated contract with MJMEUC,
the cities took separate city government actions to contract with
MJMEUC. These actions allowed the cities to act jointly to
aggregate their load and get the best bids possible for electric
service. Each city retains full local control over its local operations
and retail electric rates.
Two other municipal public energy pools purchase their power
from the Commission. The Missouri Public Energy Pool (MoPEP)
includes 35 municipalities that purchase their full power
requirements through the pool. It began operations in 2000.
Another group of 13 cities in south-central Missouri are members
of the Mid-Missouri Municipal Power Energy Pool (MMMPEP),
formed in 2013 to purchase power collectively. Additionally,
MJMEUC contracts power to 14 other cities in Missouri and
Arkansas from individual power plants.
MJMEUC is the electric generation, transmission, and services arm
of the Missouri Public Utility Alliance (MPUA) which provides a
broad range of services to almost 120 city utilities covering the
entire state including natural gas services, consulting on
environmental permits, low cost financing programs, and advocacy
with state and federal regulators and legislators. ◄
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Member Spotlight
Honoring Tradition, Embracing

S

omething that you probably didn’t know there is a 19-letter
word for is happening this year in Mount Vernon, MO.

That thing is a 175th anniversary, and the mouthful of syllables for
it is ‘dodransbicentennial’.
Lawrence County was formed from parts of Barry and Dade
counties in early 1845, almost 24 years after Missouri’s admission
as a state and 16 years before warring regiments of North and
South troops would regularly crisscross its borders. In May of that
same year the newly platted Mount Vernon, situated at the center
of the county, was named its county seat, taking its name from
George Washington’s estate.
Mt. Vernon’s past is a popular part of its present. Since 1967,
century-old methods of cooking apple butter in massive kettles
over open fires has been a main attraction of the town’s ‘Apple
Butter Makin’ Days’, one of Missouri’s most popular civic
festivals. The city’s most distinctive landmark is the county’s
classic three-story stone courthouse, built in 1901. Opposite the
south of the courthouse’s square is the remarkable Veterans Way
mural, a 125-foot painting depicting the town’s history and its
veterans of all the nation’s conflicts going back to the Civil War.
PREPPING FOR POWER POOLING
While the city is proud of its past, it isn’t stuck there. Something

the Future

Kerry Cordray
kcordray@mpua.org

brand new happens in Mount Vernon on June 1st of this year, as
the city begins taking its supply of wholesale electricity as part of
a newly-formed power pool. On that date both Mount Vernon
and Monett will begin taking their power supplies as the
Southwest Missouri Public Energy Pool, or SWMPEP.
Preparing to make the switch to a new power source spurred
important improvements in Mt. Vernon’s electric distribution
system. In 2019 Mt. Vernon added a ‘backbone’ of fiber-optic line
running through the city, followed by the installation of a new
SCADA system, providing for improved control and metering of
the local power grid. The connections to the city’s three
substations were needed to provide real-time metering of
substation circuits. “The main focus and need for that project was
to get us ready for the switch of electric providers from our past
power source to the new pool,” said Max Springer, Mt. Vernon
City Administrator since 2011.
Creation of the new energy pool and the coming transition to its
full activation for Mt. Vernon and the neighboring City of Monett
has been several years in the making. “We actually started
discussions back in late 2015, early '16, and it's been a long
process to reach this point. The real work to get it all in place
began in 2017,” Springer detailed. The city’s former power
(Continued on next page)

One portion of Mt. Vernon’s distinctive Veteran’s Way Mural, saluting area military veterans. The mural was painted in 2016 by artist Raine Clotfelter.
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(Continued from previous page)

contract with the Empire District
Electric Company was up for renewal
in 2020. (Empire was acquired by
Liberty Utilities in early 2017.)
“Every year, we would have our
meetings with Empire to go over
transmission and generation costs, the
formulas making up the rate they
would charge us,” said Springer,
describing the background of the
change. “Those rates continued to
escalate to the point that we felt we
could go out on the open market if we
had a pool, or some other means of
buying electricity off the grid, to lower
the cost to our citizens.” Four cities
that had individually bought wholesale
power from Empire were in the initial
discussions about forming the new
pool (Monett, Mount Vernon and Lockwood in Missouri, as well
as Chetopa, KS.) Mt. Vernon and Monett eventually agreed to
form the new pool, while the other cities made other power supply
decisions. “It was a lengthy process to get to this point,” Springer
explained. “But we got it done with about three years to go on the
prior contract.” (see separate SWMPEP article, page 5)
WORKING ON WASTEWATER
To reduce the inflow and infiltration (or I&I) of surface water and
stormwater into wastewater collection systems, many cities both
large and small with long-established sewer systems are engaged in
a regular and ongoing fight to upgrade older manholes, mains and
collection lines. Mt. Vernon is no exception to this. “Over the last
couple of years we've replaced manholes, relined several sewer
lines and replaced segments of line that were beyond being
addressed by relining,” said Joe Kelley, the city’s Public Works

Mt. Vernon city revenue collector Jason Patten welcomes resident
Ken Hawkins for an electric bill payment at the new City Hall

Director since 2017. “We've been working with an engineering
firm, to identify the zones or areas in our collection system that
seem to have the most infiltration, to address where we spend the
money at a given time to reduce that inflow and infiltration.”
Kelley explained that the city has conducted flow monitoring and
has videoed several potential problem areas. “We take that
information and have a company come in do what repairs are most
cost effective.” The city spends some $200-300,000 per year to
make these continual improvements.
In the coming year Mount Vernon will make a larger investment in
an overhaul of its wastewater treatment plant. “We've had some
equipment that has become less effective and efficient because of
age,” said Kelley. “For several years we’ve already been in the early
stages of a maintenance upgrade.” The city has replaced some
(Continued on page 22)

ABOUT MOUNT VERNON MUNICIPAL UTILITIES
ELECTRIC: Mt. Vernon Municipal Utilities maintains approximately 42 miles of electric line, 3 substations, 457 streetlights, and
serves more than 2,100 meters. The electric utility established service in 1898. Power has been supplied by Liberty Utilities (formerly
Empire Electric), but on June 1 will transition to the Southwest Missouri Public Energy Pool (SWMPEP).
SEWER: The first sewers in Mt. Vernon were constructed in the early 1900s. Mt. Vernon Municipal Utilities maintains approximately
28 miles of sewer mains, with more than 530 manholes and two lift stations, serving 1832 connections. The current Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) was constructed in 1948, and upgraded in 2009. The WWTP average design flow is 1.35 million gallons-perday (MGD), and its processing average is currently 754,000 gallons-per-day. The receiving stream is Williams Creek .
WATER: Mt. Vernon’s first water treatment plant was built in 1897. The system is able to meet current water regulation standards,
delivering water to 1789 connections. The source of Mt. Vernon’s city water comes from seven groundwater wells. The city has five
water towers and one reservoir. Water usage currently averages about 0.7 million gallons per day, with a supply capacity of 5.9 MGD.
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Advocacy Watch

Ewell Lawson
elawson@mpua.org

A session gone viral

A

t the start of Missouri’s legislative session, if one said that
healthcare professionals, government officials and everyday
people would find themselves in a global pandemic as the CDC
works to find a cure, most would say you stayed up too late
watching the 2011 thriller movie Contagion. But a virus did impact
the session and even though Warner Brothers didn’t develop the
session’s plot, it still ended with plenty of suspense.
The 100th General Assembly began with plans by legislative
leaders to tackle a host of economic and public safety issues. In the
end, only 50 bills passed, and 18 were perennial budget bills.
For municipal utilities, House leadership plans included the
immediate passage of eminent domain legislation to stop the Grain
Belt Express transmission line, while electric cooperative leaders
hatched a plan to rein in municipal customer growth opportunities
as a means to satiate their own growth needs. But just when
momentum seemingly grew on these issues, the session went viral.
The rapid spread of the COVID-19 virus led lawmakers to take an
extended 5-week spring break quarantine to combat the pandemic.
Despite a continuing threat, lawmakers returned to the Capitol to
finish a compressed session in three weeks, pass the state’s
operating budget while incorporating expected federal relief, and
address crisis-related issues.

The following is how those “crisis-related issues” impacted
municipal utilities:
Grain Belt Express – Through deliberate inaction, lawmakers
allowed the transmission project to proceed. Despite other urgent
matters, Grain Belt antagonists and House leaders still forced the
Senate to debate eminent domain legislation designed to kill the
project. An hours-long, bi-partisan Senate filibuster broke the
momentum that anti-Grain Belt lawmakers had at the beginning of
the session, ultimately assuring the defeat of the unconstitutional
measure. However, on the second to last day of session, a
deceptive House amendment resurrected the effort. Amazingly,
after identifying the misdeed and despite final bill passage, Senate
leaders changed course, taking an extremely rare action to invoke a
rule allowing the bill to be “unpassed.” The action ended any
further efforts to pass the House Speaker’s session priority. (Did
not pass, impacted legislation – HBs 2033, 1330, 1877, 1966, 1992,
2094 and SBs 597, 618, 662, 664, and 782)
Coops Push Boundaries – The electric cooperatives pushed
legislation this year designed to shift balance of territorial and
boundary agreements in their advantage. They claim they are
harmed by municipal growth, despite evidence to the contrary.
Bills in both chambers addressed annexation, new customers,
territorial boundaries, and municipal utility ownership. IOUs
jumped in to offer requirements of a PSC-led RFP process for any
municipal utility sale in a 3rd or 4th class city of less than 5,000 in
population. Coops said they are precluded from purchasing
systems in communities of 1500 or more, want to allow customer
choice for existing structure replacement, and to allow service
expansion on land tracts. MPUA countered that the statutes have
solutions for these scenarios currently, so there’s no need for
change. This issue will return next year, so preparations will begin
this summer. (did not pass, impacted legislation – HBs 2028, 2425,
2467 and SB 817)
Customer Data Exemption – After a two-year effort, an
exemption of individually identifiable customer usage and billing
records of municipal utilities from the state’s sunshine law passed.
The idea, brought by MPUA member City Utilities of Springfield,
was passed in HB 1854 and supported broadly by the MPUA
membership. (Passed – HB 1854, Introduced – HB 1953 and SB
828)
Small Cell Agreements and Broadband – The sunset on the
current law regulating small cell agreements in right-of-ways and
on municipal infrastructure was extended to 2025 from 2021.
(Continued - next page )
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(ADVOCACY WATCH: continued from previous page )

MPUA supported this extension as it preserves the current
exemption of municipal electric utility infrastructure from state
oversight, allowing the free negotiation for electric pole and
facility usage with telecom providers. Additionally, several
broadband measures passed, including extending the state’s
broadband grant program, allowing partnerships by
neighborhood and community improvement districts for service
expansion, tracking federal provider grants ensuring awarded
monies stay in-state, and requiring return of grant monies if 25/3
mbps speeds are not met. MPUA supported these measures.
(Passed – HB 1854)
State Budget – Lawmakers passed a $35.2 billion state budget
that leaned heavily on federal monies to balance it. $25M was
appropriated to the DNR Multipurpose fund to support water
resource projects and water commissions. The appropriation
reflects a 50/50 state match of expected federal monies.
Additionally, $12M was set aside for COVID-19 related
broadband expansion in the state Office of Administration
budget. Of that, $5M can be used for “residential and agricultural
areas with high concentrations of state employees.” (Passed –
DNR Multipurpose, HB 2006; Broadband, HB 2005)

issues didn’t receive the full attention of the process. Large
“omnibus” bills of several subjects and hundreds of pages long
were developed without much input. MPUA stood vigilant in
encouraging elements of and protecting against provisions as the
final weeks zoomed to an end. Fortunately, MPUA provided
needed scrutiny to items such as a moratorium on utility
disconnects and a limitation on energy source ordinances to keep
them from passing. Unfortunately, an e-commerce use tax (known
as the “Wayfair” legislation) failed, leaving local communities
struggling to make up tax revenues because of the COVID-19
shutdown.
For 2020’s legislative blockbuster, a summer ‘sequel’ may be in the
works, as some leaders predict the likelihood of a special session
soon to come. The Governor hasn’t yet committed to a special
session, but a ‘plot’ thickening for the sequel may largely deal with
more budgetary matters and issues raised in the wake of the
pandemic. ◄

Water System Safety Mandates – A bill mandating water
system planning for cybersecurity and hydrant/value inspections
passed. This was the remnant of a much more onerous bill that
MPUA opposed last year mandating asset management (2019-SB
66). MPUA worked to dilute the bill to make it effectively mirror
a federal law passed in 2018, with the one exception that it
expands the requirements to populations of 3,300 or less.
(Passed – HB 2120)
BPW Board Appointments – A proposal pushed by Richland,
a MPUA member, which allows the residency requirement to be
lifted under limited circumstances to fill certain 4th class city
board vacancies, including boards of public works, was passed.
MPUA worked with lawmakers to allow this under very narrow
circumstances free from conflicts of interest. (Passed – HB 1854,
Introduced HB 1602 and SB 725)
Miscellaneous (Wayfair, Disconnects, etc) – Because of the
compressed timeframe of this year’s Capitol proceedings, many
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Member Services

Connie Ford
cford@mpua.org

Emergency staffing requests for mutual aid during a pandemic

M

issourians are known across the nation for their
willingness to help other communities in their times of
need. However, if there are widespread Coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) cases in the region, there could be times when
lineworkers are not available to help. MPUA will continue to
collect Mutual Aid requests during the COVID-19 outbreak.
However, due to the voluntary nature of the program,
contractors might have to be called. If a utility decides to respond
to a Mutual Aid event, these voluntary workers will need to have
accommodations for keeping their distance from others during
the health emergency. For example, work order communications
might need to be done via phone to protect staff from coming in
contact with others.
PANDEMIC MUTUAL ASSISTANCE CHECKLIST
This checklist, provided by the Electricity Subsector Security
Council, was designed for host and responding investor-owned
electric companies, public power utilities, and electric
cooperatives guidance on how to conduct mutual assistance
during the COVID-19 pandemic (https://cdn.ymaws.com/mpua.org/
resource/resmgr/docs/ESCC_MA_Checklist_FINAL-0319.pdf).
Although this resource is designed for the electric industry, it is a
helpful planning document for all utilities.
TIPS FOR REDUCING STAFF INTERACTIONS TO
AVOID COVID-19 EXPOSURE FROM OSHA
Keeping critical staff members as isolated as possible while they
perform essential duties is important. To reduce the chance of
these workers spreading the COVID-19 to other crew members
or cross crew contamination, consider the tips from OSHA in
their COVID-19 resource guide (www.osha.gov/Publications/
OSHA3990.pdf).
Some important considerations can be gleaned from the OSHA
guide, including:
•
•
•
•
•
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Job briefing and morning meet-up considerations
Equipment pickup considerations
Implement engineering controls if needed
Implement administrative controls if needed
Need for Personal Protective Equipment

Lineworkers repair Lebanon’s downed poles and lines after
May 4 storms

Mutual Aid Teamwork in Lebanon
When storms rolled across Missouri on May 4, an already difficult
situation with the COVID pandemic was made much worse by
the power outages that occurred.
Lebanon was especially impacted with 22 of 32 three phase
feeder lines down with around 100 poles broken. Plus, there were
50-70 poles on single phase lines that the high winds brought
down. Water well operations were hampered and most of the lift
stations were without power.
This storm caused much greater damage than Lebanon had during
the 2008 ice storm. Approximately 5,600 customers were without
power initially and supplies to restore the electric system were
limited. With many area communities also busy restoring power,
City Utilities of Springfield quickly responded by releasing their
Par Electrical Contractors to work in Lebanon. Rolla stepped in
to supply the transmission poles needed and Springfield supplied
distribution poles. As Carthage, Columbia, El Dorado Springs,
Nixa, St. Robert, St. James, and Waynesville had crews
available, they loaded up their equipment and headed to Lebanon
to help. Laclede Electric and BBC Electric also had linemen
helping for a total of 96 total men lending assistance.
Lebanon was able to keep crews isolated by keeping working
groups together and separated them from other crews. Crews
rotated mealtimes to limit personal contact with each other. One
can only imagine how difficult it was for the community to have
an extended outage during the health emergency which made the
help of linemen and tree trimmers even more important than
usual. Kudos to the personnel and communities who lent a
helping hand to their fellow Missourians. ◄

Water & Wastewater Update
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: CAN THE RISK OF
COVID-19 BE DETECTED IN WASTEWATER?
In early April, Newsweek published an article based on preliminary
research that hadn’t yet been peer-reviewed. The article stated,
“team involving scientists from startup Biobot Analytics, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Harvard University,
and Brigham and Women's Hospital tested water at a major urban
treatment facility serving a large area of Massachusetts in the period
March 18-25, finding higher quantities of the novel coronavirus—
known as SARS-CoV-2—than predicted.” This caused the public to
panic as the article explained the research shows the amount of
COVID-19 positive cases in the area served by the wastewater
treatment facility could be anywhere from 2,300 to 115,000, which
was much higher than the 450 reported positive cases.
Since the article was published, more entities across the country
have taken on testing and research at wastewater treatment facilities
and manholes for the presence of COVID-19. The hope is to
determine a credible and accurate monitoring system that would be
able to minimize the risk of outbreak and also be able to isolate the
area in which the outbreak occurred. Most recently, CDM Smith
has partnered with the Great Lakes Water Authority to develop the
predictive model coupling the viral data and city testing results. The
team is seeking additional utilities to partner with to further the
research. If you are interested in participating in the research, please
contact water@cdmsmith.com.

Lacey Hirschvogel
lhirschvogel@mpua.org
structures. MPUA held firm during our discussions and explained
the importance of the user/primacy fee and that the agreed upon
fee needed more equity among the population groups. It was our
stance that water customers residing in smaller communities
should not pay double the cost paid by customers residing in
larger communities. In the end we were able to negotiate a user
fee suitable to the water industry's needs and sent the proposal to
the Department’s Public Drinking Water Branch. DNR accepted
the proposal and expressed their sincere appreciation to MPUA
and the AWWA WICC group for working together and
determining an agreeable fee structure.
The next steps include DNR’s Director’s Office approval,
followed by adoption from the Safe Drinking Water Commission
in July. It is important for DNR to move forward with the
Drinking Water Primacy fees in order to maintain the State’s
primacy with EPA.
If you have any questions on the agreed upon fee structure,
please contact Lacey Hirschvogel, lhirschvogel@mpua.org or
Eric Crawford, ecrawford@mpua.org . ◄

SAFE DRINKING WATER FEE STRUCTURE
Between January and March of this year, MPUA and other
participants joined in drinking water fee discussions with the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), which ultimately led to
an agreement on the new fee structure among stakeholders. MPUA
advocated on behalf of our membership for an equitable fee
structure appropriate to the services provided by the DNR.
To reach a reasonable consensus led by the water industry, MPUA
called for a meeting with AWWA’s Water Industry Coordinating
Committee (WICC) to discuss our concerns. The group held three
different phone calls, led by MPUA, to discuss different fee
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Washington Report

Power industry’s mission-essential workers ensure
flow of power during pandemic
By Sam Rozenberg, Engineering Services Security Director
American Public Power Association

A

s the fight against COVID-19 continues, critical workers on
the frontlines need to know that the flow of electricity won’t
be interrupted, which is why the electricity sector’s missionessential personnel, from control center/room operators to
instrument and control technicians, are stepping up to the plate.
We in the power industry are standing shoulder-to-shoulder with
the doctors, nurses and other critical workers in the fight against
the pandemic. Electricity powers ventilators, lighting, cellphones,
modems, sterilizing equipment, testing equipment and emergency
dispatch, among other things, Joy Ditto, President and CEO of
APPA, noted in a recent letter to congressional leaders.
One way that public power utilities are doing their part in the fight
against the pandemic is by sequestering mission-critical power
workers at key facilities. The strategy is to make sure that
personnel who have tested negative for COVID-19 are onsite at
locations such as power plants and control rooms, thus
minimizing the chance that this pool of highly skilled and essential
workers is impacted.
NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY: As of March 27, NYPA
has sequestered 82 power plant control room and transmission
control operators. Essential generation personnel operate in two
12-hour shifts with protocols in place to prevent potential spread
of the virus. Temperatures are taken upon change of shift and at
regular intervals. Other NYPA staff is working remotely,
following the New York Governor’s direction. NYPA’s President
and CEO Gil Quiniones prioritized communication to staff and
has sent video messages and regular communications focused on
social distancing, washing hands, and decreasing density.
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT: On
April 16 SMUD began sequestering critical 24/7 employees that
are essential to running the grid, said Christopher Capra, a
spokesman for SMUD. This includes highly experienced and
highly specialized power system operators, distribution system
operators and energy traders. Capra said that the first steps
included testing each employee for COVID-19 as they enter the
sequestration program. “They’ll begin 10-day shifts about two
days after receiving a negative test result. If someone tests positive
for COVID-19, they won’t be permitted on campus and would
follow SMUD’s COVID-19 return to work protocol,” Capra said.
TALLAHASSEE: Meanwhile, Rob McGarrah, General Manager,
Electric & Gas Utility at the City of Tallahassee, said that the
utility has a total of 44 employees who are being rotated in and
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out of sequestration. About half of the team is sequestered
between three sites and half are at home. While at home, they are
directed to limit their exposure to only immediate family and
essential trips outside of the house. They are screened -- through a
questionnaire and temperature check -- at each rotation.
With respect to the responsibilities of the sequestered workers,
McGarrah said the team falls into two groups. About 14 members
of the team are the employees who operate the utility’s energy
control center, while the balance “are located at our two power
plants and are the plant operators and shift supervisors,” he said.
GRAND ISLAND UTILITIES DEPARTMENT: In
Nebraska, the City of Grand Island Utilities Department on April
12 began the shelter in place phase of its pandemic plan, said Tim
Luchsinger, Utilities Director, in an email. This requires about 140
electric/water employees to either remain at home for callout or
live at critical facilities. Nine operators “at our gas turbine/water
operations plant are at the plant or in a home-quarantine rotation.
Six dispatchers are at our control center or in a home-quarantine
rotation,” Luchsinger said.
COLORADO SPRINGS UTILITIES: Public power utility
Colorado Springs Utilities on March 30 implemented a sequester
in place protocol at the utility’s Front Range Power Plant in
Colorado Springs, CO. he site will be locked down and access
restricted to operations for weekly turnover. Exceptions to the
lockdown for critical plant work and employee health must be
approved by plant management.
The sequestration plan consists of a rotation of two primary
operations crews. Each crew will have enough employees to cover
the day and night shift during the designated duration.
ESCC HIGHLIGHTS HIGHLY SKILLED ENERGY
WORKERS
The Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council (ESCC), which
serves as the principal liaison between the federal government and
the electric power industry on national level response issues such
as pandemics, has also highlighted the fact that there is a subset of
highly skilled energy workers who are unable to work remotely
and who are mission-essential during the pandemic. The ESCC
has broken out categories of workers that are mission-essential
staff for whom priority access to COVID-19 testing is essential.
APPA ACTIONS TO HELP OUR MEMBERS
Besides APPA’s involvement in the ESCC, it is also working to
ensure that these workers get needed access to testing and
personal protective equipment (PPE) by facilitating conversations
(Continued - next page )

(WASHINGTON REPORT: continued from previous page )

between our members and the Departments and Energy and
Homeland Security when they are facing challenges in their
states.
In early April, we were also joined by several other energy
industry trade associations and unions in sending a letter to
organizations representing state and local governments asking
them to give mission-essential workers a higher priority when it
comes to testing and PPE. “Given the indispensable nature of
the energy our members and federal electric utilities produce
and deliver, it is vital that they be able to continue their work to
ensure electric and natural gas service remains safe and reliable
throughout this unprecedented health emergency,” the letter
said. “To accomplish this, we are asking for your help and that
of your members in recognizing that there is a limited number
of highly skilled, mission-essential workers who serve on our
frontlines and who need priority access to personal protective
equipment (PPE) and testing.” To be clear, public power and
the rest of the electricity industry recognize that healthcare
workers should have first access to PPE, but these very essential
utility workers should be next in line.
While we don’t know when the pandemic will finally be brought
under control, the one thing that doctors, nurses and other
frontline workers – much less the entire American people -- can
count on is that the power industry will continue to have their
backs. ◄
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Hometown Connections featured service

Cyber Risk Report for
Community-Owned Utilities

F

or cyber criminals and the organizations they are targeting,
it’s the wild west out there. The scourge of COVID-19 is
driving workers to log in from home and widening the threat
landscape even further. Community-owned utilities are targets of
ransomware and other attacks at an alarming rate. As part of their
cybersecurity risk management efforts, utilities should investigate
the financial and operational security provided by the cyber
liability insurance (https://www.hometownconnections.com/
utility-solutions/cybersecurity/liability-insurance/) program from
Marsh Wortham Power Gen Insurance (https://
www.hometownconnections.com/partners/marsh-worthampower-gen-insurance/) through Hometown Connections, Inc.

extortion demands. Once a ransomware attack occurs, the average
downtime can be as long as 16 days.

Public utilities must understand the scope of the cyber threat they
are facing and deploy a complex variety of defense tools, including
the purchase of cyber liability insurance protections.

COVID-19 CYBER VULNERABILITIES - As the world
contends with the COVID-19 pandemic, cyber criminals are
taking full advantage of the resulting disruptions and chaos.
Remote working/e-learning/telemedicine presents an expanded
attack surface that may be harder to ringfence and are potentially
less secure, creating new points of entry for cyber adversaries.

THREAT ACTORS - Utilities offering electric, natural gas,
water, and wastewater services must defend against today’s
primary cyber threat actors: criminals stealing information and
extorting victims for financial gain and nation states or terrorist
groups seeking to sabotage computer systems that operate critical
infrastructure.
THREAT SCENARIOS AND COSTS - Attempts to
compromise critical infrastructure systems are up substantially
since the beginning of 2020, according to cybersecurity officials at
the Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team
(ICS-CERT), a division within the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security that tracks and investigates attacks against ICS and
corporate networks. Public utilities must prepare for a variety of
costly loss scenarios from a cyber attack:
•Business

interruption losses from ransomware incidents.
malware finding its way into the industrial control
systems, causing an interruption in critical substations and
blackouts in the power territory.
•Power generation shut down for an extended period while
regulators investigate the cause of the malware and appropriate
remediation steps.
•Distribution systems shut down when information technology or
operational technology systems are hit.
•Regulatory investigation by FERC/NERC or PUC following a
cyber breach of IT or OT systems.
•Bodily injury and property damage caused by cyber incidents for
which utility could be held responsible.
•Malicious

Ransomware incidents are becoming more frequent, increasingly
targeting utilities and municipalities of all sizes with hefty
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AVERAGE NO. OF DAYS A RANSOMWARE INCIDENT
LASTS (source: Coveware Q4 2019 Ransomware Marketplace report)

Cyber adversaries are creating new phishing emails containing links
or attachments that claim to contain important information about
the virus. Once opened, malware is inserted or victims can be
tricked into transferring money or other property to fraudulent
recipients, sensitive data can be exposed, or ransom demanded
after systems are encrypted or locked up.
At the time this writing, utilities have not seen rates for cyber
insurance rise to the extent that other insurance categories have in
recent months. However, the potential impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on insurance rates is not yet known. Therefore, the
savings and extensive coverage made available through Marsh
Wortham and Hometown Connections are more critical than ever.
ADDING CYBER LIABILITY INSURANCE TO YOUR
CYBERSECURITY ARSENAL
Bad actors try 24/7 to gain access to utility networks through
SCADA, metering, and other utility systems as well as vendors’
systems connected to the utility networks. Along with searching
for ways to disrupt operations, these cyber criminals target the
financial and social security data of utility customers and
employees. Because no technology solution can offer 100%
protection against an intrusion, insurance policies secured by
Marsh Wortham Power Gen Insurance protect the utility from the
potentially enormous financial and reputational risk of a data
breach or system disruption.
(Continued - next page)

(Continued from page 18)

The liability and privacy Insurance program by Marsh Wortham
offers community-owned utilities innovative risk assurance
options for breaches of customer and employee data and protects
against risks not covered by property & casualty policies or
TORT immunity statutes for municipal entities.
Offering protection designed specifically for public utilities with
lower rates & broader terms, the insurance program parameters
include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

All members of APPA are eligible
$0 deductible available for entities with <$100m in revenues
Other Departments and Parent Organization can be included
Negotiated group rates and terms available through joint
action agency or state association
Bundling cyber policies brokered by Marsh Wortham with
the monitoring and vulnerability assessment services of
Hometown’s cybersecurity partner AESI-US, Inc.
Free Cyber Risk Evaluation and Report
24/7 Cyber Incident Triage Hotline

Recently, Marsh Wortham developed a proprietary loss estimate
calculator exclusively for members of the American Public Power
Association to estimate their cost of both a data breach and
business interruption loss following a cyber attack. By
understanding the basic cyber threats and calculating the potential
for financial loss, community-owned utilities can make an
informed decision about cyber risk insurance purchasing.
For complete details on the liability solutions for addressing
today’s cyber threat landscape, contact:
GEORGE ADKINS
Public Power Gen. Practice
Leader
U.S. Power & Utility
+1 281 935 7586
george.adkins@marsh.com

AIDAN HEISEY
U.S. Power & Utility Practice
+1 520 869 0353
aidan.heisey@marsh.com

Post Cyber Breach Services
•
Claims Process Management - Appointing Specialists
•
Legal Services
•
Computer Forensic Services
•
Notification/Call Center Services
•
Fraud Resolution Services
•
Public Relations and Crisis Management Services
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Alliance electric utilities recognized for reliability and safety

S

even MPUA member electric utilities earned a 2020 Reliable
Public Power Provider (RP3) designation from the American
Public Power Association for providing reliable and safe electric
service. As announced by the Association on April 20, the
utilities were among 114 of the nation’s more than 2,000 public
power utilities that earned a 2020 RP3 designation from APPA.
The MPUA cities earning RP3 designations this year from APPA
were •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carthage Water & Electric Plant (Diamond level, 2020)
Conway Corporation (AR) (Platinum level, 2020)
City of Fulton (Platinum level, 2020)
Independence Power & Light (Diamond level, 2020)
Marshall Municipal Utilities (Platinum level, 2020)
Nixa Municipal Utilities (Platinum level, 2020)
City Utilities of Springfield (Diamond level, 2020)

•
•
•

The RP3 designation lasts for three years, recognizing public
power utilities that have demonstrated their proficiency in four
key disciplines: reliability, safety, workforce development and
system improvement. Earning APPA’s RP3 badge-of-honor
involves a rigorous process proving a utility’s sound management
practices and a utility-wide commitment to safe and reliable
delivery of electricity.
The 2020 designations were new consecutive recognitions for all
seven utilities, after past designations for each utility that ran
during the years from 2016-2019.
“Receiving an RP3 designation is a great honor and demonstrates
a utility’s commitment to implementing industry best practices in
utility operations,” said Aaron Haderle, chair of APPA’s RP3
Review Panel and manager of transmission and distribution
operations at Kissimmee Utility Authority, in Florida. “RP3
utilities are consistently looking to improve their workforce,
system reliability, and safety to serve their communities better.”
This is the 15th year that RP3 recognition has been offered. In
total, 278 public power utilities nationwide now have RP3
designations.
Nine other MPUA member electric utilities hold RP3
designations that were awarded in the past two years. Those
utilities include:
Clarksville (AR) Light & Water Co. (Gold level, 2018)
Columbia Water & Light (Diamond level, 2018)
• Hannibal Board of Public Works (Diamond level, 2018)
• City of Harrisonville Electric Dept. (Gold level, 2018)
•
•
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•
•

City of Jackson Electric Operations (Platinum level,
2018)
City of Kirkwood, Kirkwood Electric (Platinum level,
2018)
Macon Municipal Utilities (Platinum level, 2018)
City of Monett (Gold level, 2018)
Rolla Municipal Utilities (Platinum level, 2019)

As reported previously in the Alliance Advisor newsletter, in late
March the APPA also recognized nine MPUA member utilities
with a “Certificate of Excellence” for reliable performance, as
shown by comparing their outage records against nationwide
data gathered by the Energy Information Administration. The
utilities honored included those for the Missouri cities of
Columbia, Fulton, Harrisonville, Higginsville, Macon,
Marshall, Monett, and Rolla, and also Clarksville Connected
Utilities in Arkansas. The utilities were among 143 public
power utilities nationwide that earned that recognition. The
utilities tracked and reported their outage information using
APPA’s eReliability Tracker, a web-based subscription service,
with the data benchmarked against national statistics from the
United States Energy Information Administration. The tool is
now used by 26 MoPEP members to track their outage data. ◄

Five utility members earn APPA
Safety Award of Excellence

Gas Commission Contacts

A

With Eve Lissik’s recent retirement, MPUA has assigned other
staff members to assist members of the Municipal Gas
Commission of Missouri (MGCM) for any natural gas assistance
or questions. Please call the main MPUA number, 573-445-3279,
or email any of the staff members at the addresses listed below.

PPA also announced on April 20 that electric utilities at
Carthage, Hannibal, Higginsville, Jackson and
Monett were among 125 public power systems nationwide that
earned the association’s Safety Award of Excellence for safe
operating practices in 2019.
More than 335 utilities entered the annual safety awards this
year, the highest number of entrants in the history of the
program. Entrants were placed in categories according to their
number of worker-hours and ranked based on the most incident
-free records during 2019. The incidence rate, used to judge
entries, is based on the number of work-related reportable
injuries or illnesses and the number of worker-hours during
2019, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.

•

Tom Imhoff: main MPUA contact for all Gas Commission
requests and for questions concerning gas operations.
email: timhoff@mpua.org, direct phone line 573-777-8030,
cell 573-619-8053

•

Becky Class: Billing questions and backup for Tom.
email: bclass@mpua.org

•

Robert Wilson: Gas prices, nominations, pipeline capacity
and storage issues and backup for Tom.
email: rwilson@mpua.org ◄

“These utilities have gone above and beyond to provide reliable
electric service to their customers,” said American Public Power
Association President & CEO Joy Ditto. “Maintaining this level
of reliability requires strong leadership and a dedicated team of
professionals that really cares about serving their community.”
The safety awards have been held annually for 60 years. ◄
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(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT - Mt. Vernon, continued from page 7)

bearings, pumps and gearboxes. This summer’s larger project will
include
rebuilding its two sand filters, and performing
substantial rebuild and reconditioning of several mechanical
elements of the plant. Costs to complete those upgrades will be a
little over $400,000. “If all goes as planned, many of our
processes will again be operating in like-new condition,” Kelley
said.
NEW LANDMARK
Mount Vernon’s latest and most visible improvement was
completed only a few weeks ago in late April, as the city moved
its offices from an older building away from the town square to a
newly refurbished building on the square’s east side. “Our
downtown bank moved to a new building and offered to sell us
their previous building on the square. Our old city hall will
become the police station,” said City Administrator Springer.

The city made building updates to help city operations be more
safe and functional. “Citizens making utility payments and
doing other business with the city experience the most
noticeable changes, with an attractive front office design that’s
also designed to be a more secure area for the city’s front-office
staff.”
A “Welcome to Mt. Vernon” sign as you enter Mt. Vernon
from the southwest includes the slogan “Honoring Tradition –
Embracing the Future”, making it quite literally a sign of the
times. “Serving our people, meeting each other’s needs, that
stands at the center of who we are as a community,” said
Springer. “That’s been at the center for 175 years, and what
we’re doing now is to get us ready to do the same for the next
175.” ◄

2020 MPUA
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
SEP. 30 - Oct. 2 at
ST. CHARLES CONVENTION CENTER
see pages 14 & 15

Above: Mount Vernon’s new City Hall
Below: Historic photo of the city’s drinking water
plant in 1897. (City of Mt. Vernon}
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Rebecca Atkins
ratkins@mpua.org

Energy Market Operations Update

Pandemic influences energy supply and demand

T

ypically, in April, the primary market operations highlights are
that it’s windy, electric loads are low, and conventional
generation is in planned outage season; this year has been a little
different on multiple fronts. With the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic, we’ve seen energy market supply and demand-side
shocks across the nation.
On the electric demand side, hourly load curves have taken on new
shapes as many people have transitioned to working from home,
and businesses have seen closures or interruptions. Both Regional
Transmission Organizations we participate in, Midcontinent
Independent System Operator (MISO) and Southwest Power Pool
(SPP), have reported morning peaks shifting later in the day, from 8
a.m. to closer to 10 a.m. Demand reductions have been gradual,
currently down around 5 to 10 percent from weather-adjusted
normal levels. Locally, MJMEUC started seeing similar electric load
impacts around the last week of March. The graph below depicts
these deviations from normal by comparing actual load from one of
MJMEUC’s power pools to a typical weather adjusted load forecast.
Load forecasts models are having to “learn” from recent days to
account for demand-side shocks not explained by standard
variables.
From an electric supply perspective, wind generation levels have
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increased as expected during the spring season, but conventional
generation has also been available at unusually high levels due to
cancellations of planned outages. Although MJMEUC units have
not needed to cancel any planned maintenance, approximately 18
GW of planned generation outages across the MISO region have
been cancelled or rescheduled due to COVID related impacts; the
SPP region is seeing similar trends.
The combination of lower demand and higher supply puts
downward pressure on energy market prices; some estimates put
the COVID impact around a $2/MWh decrease so far. These
lower market prices are good for load but are putting pressure on
conventional generation to decrease minimum load levels or cycle
units off that used to be considered baseload. Wind generators are
also seeing curtailments when demand-net-wind levels are low and
market prices are negative (indicating you get paid to consume
energy).
MPUA staff is closely monitoring the changing energy landscape
and updating market strategies to optimize load and assets in this
fluid environment. We remain staffed 24x7 despite the pandemic,
and even completed our new operations software changeover in
the midst of it all. ◄

Regulatory Review

Doug Healy, Healy Law Offices
doug@healylawoffices.com

Pandemic slows courts and regulatory agencies
COVID-19 SLOWS MOPSC, FERC AND MISSOURI
COURTS
What a difference one month can make! As everyone is aware, the
COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in significant loss and damage
to human life, as well as disruptions in our everyday life. That
disruption has extended to the court system as well. Both the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the Missouri
Public Service Commission (MoPSC) are continuing to conduct
business, but they are not holding in-person hearings or meetings.
Fortunately, MPUA has no pressing business currently pending at
either regulatory body.
Unfortunately, we do have pending business in the state and
federal court system, as do many of our members. In the federal
system, all civil cases that were set for trial have been continued to
July 6th. After that point, they will be set again for trial in the
future, but the backlog is causing civil trials to be delayed. This
has also resulted in our pending federal case also being delayed.
In the state court system, most in-person hearings, with limited
exceptions, have been paused. The courts of appeals in the state
are limiting their in-person arguments as well. Our final pending
appeal in the Grain Belt Express case, regarding the challenge by

the Missouri Landowner’s Association and Missouri Farm Bureau
to the acquisition of the Grain Belt Express by Invenergy, had oral
argument cancelled by the Court due to the lack of any party
giving good cause for oral argument. Instead, the case will be
decided on the briefs which have already been filed. We do not
view this as a disadvantage in this particular case.
We will continue to monitor MPUA’s strategic position in federal,
state, and regulatory courts, and we will adjust our strategy to
match the current situation.
FERC AND NARUC ANNOUNCE JOINT RESPONSE
AND CONFERENCES REGARDING COVID-19
The FERC and the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC) announced joint response efforts to
help ensure the reliability of the nation’s energy transmission and
distribution systems. As most of you are aware, utility workers
were designated as essential workers, and that designation was the
first step in this partnership. FERC and NARUC backed these
designations in support of the energy, water, and
telecommunications industries, finding it in the best interests of
(Continued on page 26)
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(REGULATORY REVIEW… continued from page 25)

the nation for state and local authorities to assign essential worker
status to employees serving in these areas of critical infrastructure.
FERC and NARUC have been in close communication and
coordination on their COVID-19 actions and responses, and are
also communicating with the National Governors Association and
the National Association of State Energy Officials. This will allow
FERC and NARUC to provide briefings and updates to the states,
and to help create consistent public policy.
FERC has also announced a conference regarding COVID-19
responses. The conference will likely be held in June or July, and
will address issues concerning operational challenges, financial
issues, and changing demand in the electric and gas sectors, and
the impacts that may have on electric transmission and gas
pipeline planning.
COVID-19 IMPACT ON COLLECTIONS AND SHUTOFFS
While currently there is no state or federal mandate disallowing
utility shut-offs, we would encourage members to be mindful of
the current pandemic, as well as state and federal resources
available to municipals and their customers. Collection cases for
past due accounts are still allowed to be filed, but due to the
restrictions on state court operations mentioned above, there may
be a longer process than normal to obtain a judgment.
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JAMES DANLY
COMMISSIONER

SWORN

AS

NEWEST

FERC

FERC has a new Commissioner, with James Danly being recently
sworn in. Comm. Danly had previously served as general counsel
to the FERC. Prior to joining the Commission, he was a member
of the energy regulation and litigation group at Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher, and Flom LLP. Comm. Danly is a former U.S.
Army officer who served two tours in Iraq, where he also received
a Bronze Star and Purple Heart.
TRANSMISSION INCENTIVES NOPR AT FERC
In a 150-page Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR), FERC is
asking for comments on proposed transmission incentives for
transmission owners. This NOPR comes on the heels of FERC’s
2012 Transmission Policy Statement, and, unfortunately, seems to
be deviating from that Policy Statement in ways not beneficial to
MPUA members. Both TAPS and MJMEUC will be focusing
comments on continuing to encourage joint ownership
possibilities and keeping customer rates at an affordable price
point. ◄
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Delegate Registration
Name:

Title:

Spouse’s Name (only if attending)

Delegate Email:

Please use
one sheet per
delegate.

Utility or Organization:
Address:

Street or PO Box

Phone: (work)

City

State

(fax)

Zip

(cell)

 Please check here if you have special needs & we will contact you for more information.
Per Person
BEFORE
Sept. 4

Per Person
AFTER
Sept. 4

Delegate Registration (includes all meals & events)

$265

$285

Spouse Registration (includes all meals & events)

$140

$160

DELEGATE REGISTRATION (does not include golf/trap)
Additional activity and meal tickets for guests
may be purchased below.

#

Total

GOLF/TRAP SHOOTING REGISTRATION Must include registration on back
Golf Registration for conference attendees (golf-only, see back)

$140

Trap Shooting for conference attendees (limit of 20 people)

$140

ADDITIONAL TICKETS (available to Conference Registrants for their guests)
Wednesday Evening Opening Reception — extra ticket(s)

$60

Thursday Awards Luncheon — extra ticket(s)

$35

EARLY BIRD DEADLINE for registration is September 4, 2020

TOTAL

$

 Check Enclosed — Return this form along with your payment made out to MJMEUC at 1808 I-70 Dr. SW, Columbia MO 65203.
 Invoice Me — Return form by email (events@mpua.org), fax (573-445-0680), or mail to address above.
 Credit Card — Return form by email (events@mpua.org), fax (573-445-0680), or mail to address above.
We will email you a link to make the payment.

RESERVE YOUR ROOM
AT EMBASSY SUITES
ST CHARLES CONVENTION CENTER

MPUA Conference Room Rate: $152/night.
To receive special rate, book by September 7, 2020.
To make reservations call 1-800-362-2779 and ask for the MPUA rate
or reserve online and use group code “MPU.”

PRECONFERENCE
EVENTS
Wednesday, September 30
EARL SWITZER MEMORIAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT
WHERE: Old Hickory Golf Club
#1 Dye Club Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304
WHEN: Registration at 7:00 am
Shotgun start at 8:00 am
DETAILS:







Four-person scramble
Prizes awarded
Hole-in-one prize
on designated hole
Lunch provided

TRAP SHOOTING
WHERE: Gateway Gun Club
13547 Missouri Bottom Road
Hazelwood, MO 63044
WHEN: Registration at 9:30 am
Start time at 10:00 am
DETAILS:








Limit of 20 shooters
Three rounds of trap shooting
Guns, glasses, & earplugs
available or bring your own
Prizes awarded
Must sign waiver prior to
participating

MPUA Annual
Conference 2020
REGISTRATION
Name:
Phone:
Utility/Firm:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Email:
Our goal is to assign teams with 2 municipal members and 2 associate
members. However, it doesn’t always work out that way. We apologize
for any inconvenience this may cause.
PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

Golf Scramble ONLY (NOT attending the conference)

Includes the Wednesday opening reception & Thursday morning breakfast . . . . $185.00

Add Golf Scramble to my conference registration . . . . . . . . . . . $140.00
OR
Add Trap Shooting to my conference registration

Not available to non-conference attendees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Indicate your experience shooting:

$140.00

Clays yes/no
Trap yes/no

Hunted Game yes/no
Indicate your t-shirt size (men’s sizes S-2XL):
Email required for follow-up:
AMOUNT INCLUDED:

$

Golf/Trap Registration Deadline: September 14, 2020
Return this form to MPUA to register (scan and email events@mpua.org or
fax 573-445-0680). Make your check payable to: MJMEUC
Mail to: 1808 I-70 Drive SW, Columbia, MO 65203

